The selection of η mesons with a high efficiency and a high purity can be important in the formation of statistically significant invariant mass spectra in the reconstruction of short-lived particles such as η → π + π − η. In this study, a cut-based standard method and a Ranking method to reduce combinatorial background in the reconstruction of η → γγ decays in high multiplicity hadronic events are presented. By using recorded ALEPH data and fully simulated events, the performances of the methods are compared. Results show that the Ranking method yields significant improvements in the purity of the selected η meson relative to the standard method.
Introduction
In particle collisions at high energies, one can have events containing a high multiplicity of hadronic particles. An example is the production of Z Bosons from the decay channel Z →at LEP, the e − e + collider at √ s = 91.2 GeV. Two or more jets of hadrons and other particles, on average 21 charged and 21 neutral particles per event, are produced by the hadronization of quarks and gluons in such decays [1] .
Invariant mass spectra, built from selected final state particles, can reveal the presence of short-lived 'mother' particles which present themselves as peaks on a combinatorial background. An example decay is η (958) → π + π − η. Here, the η is reconstructed from measurements of the momenta of charged pions with good momentum resolution in the tracking chambers, and the η meson can be reconstructed from the two-photon channel (1) arXiv:1803.03618v1 [hep-ph] 9 Mar 2018 η(548) → γγ where the daughter photons are measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter typically with relatively poor energy resolution.
The selection of π 0 and η mesons in the two photon decay mode can be a relatively simple task where candidates are selected from a mass window around the signal peaks. However, in environments where particle multiplicities are high, such as at LEP and LHC, further analysis and optimization can result in a higher selection purity and efficiency.
In this study, two methods for improving selection purity of η mesons are investigated in detail; a standard method and a Ranking method. First, the standard method which is used to select signal candidates from a mass window around the η peak and to reject photons from neutral pion decays is described. Then, a probability density estimator, based on reconstructed kinematic parameters of the η mesons, for distinguishing backgrounds and signals, and the Ranking method used for further improvement in the purity of reconstructed η mesons are presented respectively. Finally, using ALEPH Archived Data and Simulation [2] , example applications of these two η selection methods for improving signal significance of the decay channel η → π + π − η are demonstrated at the end.
Event and track selection
In the event simulation, the decays π 0 → γγ, η → γγ, and η → π + π − η are selected from e − e + collision events representing simulations of hadronic Z decays at the LEP collider. The selected events are passed through the full simulation and the reconstruction program for the ALEPH detector [3] and so provide a realistic simulation of daughter momentum resolutions. Totally, 4,923,816 reconstructed events are used in the simulation studies.
Using the hadronic event selection criteria described in [4] , a total of 3,239,746 hadronic Z decays around √ s = 91.2 GeV recorded by ALEPH at LEP in the period between 1991 and 1995 are selected for the real data analysis.
In the physics analysis, unconverted photons with an energy greater than 0.8 GeV are selected. The reconstructed charged particles are required to have a polar angle in the range 20 • < θ < 160 • and a transverse momentum of at least 0.5 GeV.
Standard method
π 0 and η candidates are reconstructed by combining pairs of photons. The branching ratios of the decays π 0 → γγ and η → γγ are about 98.8% and 39.4%, respectively [1] . The π 0 signal around 0.135 GeV and η signal around 0.548 GeV can be seen in two-photon invariant mass spectra, as shown in Figure 1a . Due to its smaller mass and higher branching ratio, the π 0 multiplicity is much greater than that of the η; the π 0 and its combinatorial background therefore dominate the two-photon mass spectra making the η signal difficult to distinguish from the large combinatorial background.
π 0 and η candidates are directly selected from a mass window around the signal peaks. The selection of these particles with a high purity and high efficiency is important. In this study, we define the purity (P ) and efficiency (E) as follows:
(1)
where S is the number of signal entries, B is the number of background entries within the given mass window and S 0 is the total number of signal entries within ±6σ mass window. Here, σ is the mass resolution which, in this study, is defined as one standard deviation of the signal mass distribution in the simulation. Note that, in the photon matching, a search for the best match between the generated and reconstructed photon candidates is performed based on the angular distance between reconstructed and truth photons. A pair with the smallest angular distance is considered to be the best match. To define the signal, S, two matched photons are combined if they originate from the same parent (η or π 0 ).
The poor purity of the η signal can be improved by rejecting photons that appear to originate from a π 0 decay (π 0 rejection). This is achieved by eliminating the photon pairs with an invariant mass within ±pσ r rejection mass window around the π 0 peak where σ r is the π 0 mass resolution and p is a real number. Figure 1b shows the invariant mass spectra after ±2σ r rejection around π 0 signal. The η peak, though significantly diminished, is much clearer due to the greatly reduced background after π 0 rejection.
After neutral pion rejection, η candidates can be selected from a mass window of size ±qσ s around the η peak. Here, σ s is the η signal mass resolution, and q is a scale that directly effects the selection purity and efficiency. A narrow window (small q) will increase purity by selecting less background but reduce efficiency as it selects less signal. A narrow selection window will also tend to increase systematic errors when the mass spectra of data and simulation are not in good agreement. The optimal value of q is therefore a balance between purity and efficiency. We define the optimization condition such that the product E × P is maximum 1 .
1 The product E × P is closely related to signal to noise ratio which is defined as
This procedure was applied in Ref [5] in order to extract the production rates of η and η in hadronic Z decays by the ALEPH Collaboration using data collected during the 1990 and 1995 running period of LEP. They preferred the mass window scales of about p = 1.5 and q = 1.5 resulting in P = 9.6%, E = 71.0% and E × P = 6.8%. However, in this study, the best scales are found to be p = 2.0 and q = 1.5, and the corresponding values for purity and efficiency are P = 10.2% and E = 67.4% respectively giving the optimal product E × P = 6.9%. Although the statistical performance is very similar in the two cases, the wider selection window used in this study would favour lower systematic errors. The effect of varying p and q values will be discussed in Section 5.
In this study, the π 0 rejection and η selection procedure defined above is called the 'standard method' which forms the starting point to study another method for improving the purity of η mesons.
η estimator
An estimator obtained from kinematic properties of the η signal can be defined to discriminate between the η signal and background. In this study, three discriminating variables are used as the η estimator; the opening angle between photon pairs (θ 12 ), invariant mass of the pairs (M 12 ) and total energy of the pairs (E 12 ).
The top row of Figure 2 shows the distribution of these variables in simulation for p = 0 and q = 4. The signal (solid line) and background (dotted line) components are shown separately. In the bottom row, for each variable, a purity histogram is obtained from the ratio of the signal to the sum of signal and background histograms. Each purity histogram is then fitted with a suitable function. It is clear that the signal tends to have smaller values of opening angles, closer mass values to the nominal mass (0.548 GeV) and larger energy values than the background.
A probability density estimator (PDE) for η candidates can be built from the product of these three purity (or probability) values evaluated from the best fit functions. Hence the PDE function is given by:
where the explicit forms of the fit functions are respectively as follows:
Here, a i are free parameters obtained from the fitting procedure. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the PDE values for the signal (solid line) and the background (dotted line). As expected, η candidates that are formed from η decays (the signal) tend to have larger PDE values than η candidates formed from the combinatorial background. Equation 3 can therefore be used to attempt to distinguish between correct and wrong combinations of photon pairs.
Advanced multivariate classifiers such as boosted decision trees and neural networks have become increasingly popular in particle physics due to their superior discrimination capabilities and growth of available computing power in recent years. In order to compare with the PDE, we use the boosted decision trees (BDT) method with 600 trees 2 in the Toolkit for MultiVariate data Analysis with ROOT (TMVA) [6] . The distribution of estimator values obtained from the BDT method is shown in Figure 4 . η signals, on average, have larger estimator values than background as in the PDE method.
Note that, the compact analytical form of the estimator function for this case, e BDT (θ 12 , M 12 , E 12 ), cannot be written explicitly as in Equation 3 . Instead it is evaluated using the parameterized output file obtained from BDT training. It is also clear that BDT (and neural networks) can capture dependencies between the variables while the PDE method implicitly assumes that the variables are independent.
Ranking method
Further improvement in η purity is achieved by applying a Ranking method to the remaining candidates after the initial mass window cuts. The Ranking method with a relatively crude estimator and its performance for the neutral pion selection are described in detail elsewhere [7] 3 . In this paper, the method is improved by using more sophisticated estimators and applied to the η → γγ channel for the first time. A summary of the method is as follows:
1. An estimator value is assigned for each η candidate in an event according to the values from the estimator function defined in Section 4.
2. Candidates are then ranked in decreasing order of estimator (true ηs are most likely to be nearer the top of the list).
3. Candidates are removed from the list if their estimator values are less than a predefined value of an estimator cut, e cut (for this study, the optimal values corresponding to maximum E × P are found to be e cut = 2.5 × 10 −5 for the PDE method and e cut = 0.0 for the BDT method).
4.
A scan is then made through the list for pairs of η candidates which share photons. If there exists such a pair, the candidate with the smallest estimator value is removed from the list.
An example application of the Ranking method in a simulated event containing ten η candidates selected for p = 2 and q = 4 is shown below. η candidates are labeled with integers from 1 to 10 and photons are represented by integers from 21 to 29. According to the Ranking algorithm above, the last three candidates in the list must be removed since their estimator values are less than e cut = 2.5 × 10 −5 . η candidate 1 removes candidate 3 from the list as they both share photon 22. Similarly, candidate 2 removes candidate 4, and candidate 5 removes candidate 6 and 7. Although the 6th candidate is a signal, it is removed from the list since it shares the photon 23 with a background (candidate 5) which has, by chance, a larger estimator value. As a result, the list of selected candidates after Ranking is as follows: After Ranking, one out of two true candidates are selected, whereas six out of eight background candidates are rejected. On average, Ranking improves the selection purity of η mesons with a reduction in selection efficiency.
Performance
To investigate the performance of the Ranking method and the standard method, the width of π 0 rejection window (controlled by the scale p) and the width of η selection mass window (controlled by the scale q) are varied. The selection efficiency and purity, and their product, are then used to compare the performance of the two methods. Note that, the selection efficiency of η signal is calculated for p = 0 and q = 6.
Detailed results of the study is shown in Table 1 . For both methods, improvements in purity and the product of purity and efficiency are evident with respect to p = 0. However, the Ranking method using either PDE or BDT significantly improves the selection purity of η signals compared to the standard method for all values of p and q. The maximum products are obtained as E × P = 7.33% and E × P = 8.04% in the Ranking method with the PDE method and the BDT method respectively for p = q = 2. Figure 5 shows the efficiency, the purity and the product values as a function of q for the fixed value of p = 2. The Ranking method with PDE (full circles) and with BDT (stars) result in higher purity and product values with loss of efficiency relative to the standard method (open circles) at each point. It is clear that Ranking with PDE exhibits a close performance to that of Ranking with BDT which appears to exhibit the best performance.
7. Case study η selection methods described in the previous sections are applied to the decay channel η → π + π − η, (BR = 42.9 ± 0.7%) [1] . In ALEPH, charged pions are measured in the tracking chamber with a good momentum resolution. However, the reconstructed momentum resolution of η → γγ decays is very poor since the energy resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter for unconverted photons is worse. In order to improve the momentum resolution of η candidates, the reconstructed mass of photons is constrained to the nominal η mass using a fast method described in [8] . Figure 6 shows example mass spectra for simulated and recorded ALEPH data. Before Ranking, the standard method is applied such that η candidates are selected for the case corresponding to 4 p = q = 2. Then, applying the Ranking method (with PDE and BDT estimators) to remove some combinatorial background (for the same mass window cuts), results in a clearer η signal around 0.958 GeV. Evidently, the Ranking methods improve the statistical significance of the η signal, and can be expected to improve the fit stability when fitting mass spectra whose background is very large.
As an alternative, we have also tried to use the PDE and BDT methods without Ranking. For this case, estimator cuts are optimized separately for the analysis with and without Ranking. The performance, however, is found to be significantly worse.
Summary and conclusion
Reconstruction of η mesons plays a dominant role in the resultant purity and momentum resolution of reconstructed mother particles. The purity of η signals, for the decay channel η → γγ, is very poor due to the large combinatorial background in high multiplicity hadronic events. In this study, two methods for the improvement of selection purity of η mesons are presented; the cut-based standard method and the Ranking method. The Ranking method results in significant improvements in η purity in high multiplicity events. However, it does not perform well if an event contains a small number of η candidates (such as one or two). In addition, the Ranking method using a PDE exhibits a close performance to that of the Ranking using a BDT which appears to exhibit the best performance.
The methods are applied in the reconstruction of the decay η → π + π − η. It is found that the selection of η candidates with a higher purity using the Ranking method improves the significance of the η signal relative to the standard selection method.
Finally, the authors suggest that the methods discussed here can also be employed to extract short lived particles, whose systematic errors are dominated by uncertainties arising from the fitting procedure, such as J/ψ → π + π − η and D 0 → ηη in proton-proton collision events at LHC where particle multiplicities are very high.
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